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Problems and
Promises of Using
LMS Learner
Analytics for
Assessment
Case Study of a First-Year
English Program
Valerie Beech and Eric Kowalik

Context at Large
Information literacy (IL) is considered crucial for managing information overload in
both the workplace and everyday life.1 While librarians have been teaching relevant
IL concepts and skills for many years, they have had limited opportunity to assess the
learning of their students. In this case study, the authors argue that by leveraging a
learning management system (LMS) and online tutorials, performance assessment of
students’ IL skills can be implemented at scale in a required course program.
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A core aim of academic libraries is to help students develop IL competencies
so that they are equipped with the skills to be profcient swimmers and capable
of more than just treading water in the expanding digital ocean of information.
Although tests lack similarity to real-world situations,2 standardized tests tend to
be the most frequently used data collection method to assess IL skills.3 Despite IL
being considered a crucial skill for success in higher education and in life,4 there
are relatively few instruments available to assess this set of skills; ETS recently
discontinued its iSkills test.5 Tere are at least two multiple-choice tests available
commercially that have been shown to provide a reliable and valid way of measuring
IL.6 Other approaches used to assess IL skills include information search tasks,
portfolios, analysis of term paper bibliographies, and use of integrated approaches
based on several instruments.7 A fnal type of assessment approach is performance
assessment,8 which require students to do more than choose an answer from among
several options. According to Leichner and colleagues, performance assessment is
seen as a way to assess complex competences instead of factual knowledge, which is
at the core of information literacy skills.9 While performance assessment is a better
way to assess complex competences, standardized tests are easier to administer and
assess. However, by leveraging embedded librarianship (the presence of librarians in
an LMS) and the learner analytics accessible in an LMS, libraries have an opportunity
to more easily implement performance assessment.
Mattingly, Rice, and Berge defne learner analytics as a focus on how students access
information, how they navigate through materials, how long it takes them to complete
activities, and how they interact with the materials to transform the information
into measurable learning.10 One way libraries can access data for learning analytics is
through a campus LMS. Leeder and Lonn state that LMS adoption in higher education
institutions has been rapid and widespread.11 Te LMS also tracks a variety of data
about the students, their progress, and their interactions in the online course. Several
studies have explored the relationship between this data and students’ performance:
for example, how accessing supplemental online resources benefts undergraduates;
the link between LMS activity and student grades; and the signifcant relationship
between time spent in the LMS and grades, especially for students who obtained grades
between D and B.12 Other researchers have examined how analyzing student discussion
post responses can yield understanding of student interaction patterns.13 However,
Ifenthaler and Pirnay-Dummer argue that the use of an LMS is usually limited to only
a few technological features and that utilizing more features of the LMS can promote
meaningful learning environments.14 More recently, Alamuddin, Brown and Kurzweil
discuss the continuing difculties in adopting learning analytics on a large scale,
including the problem of pulling data from multiple platforms and fnding ways to
analyze it.15
In the library profession, embedded librarianship became more visible in the
mid-2000s.16 According to Tumbleson and Burke it allows librarians, through their
presence in the LMS, to be as close as possible to where students are receiving their
assignments and experiencing instruction.17 By having access to the LMS site of
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a course the librarian is working with, the librarian can post information literacy
tutorials, review assignments, interact with students at the point of need, and develop
a relationship with students that is not always possible during a one-shot instruction
session. Despite the ability to better meet student and instructor needs, Leeder and
Lonn note that academic libraries and librarians are rarely integrated into their
institution’s LMS due to political and institutional factors such as lack of involvement
in administration and management of the LMS, the difculty of negotiating with
faculty for permission and access to a course site, and lack of a pre-existing librarianspecifc roles in the LMS.18
Te drawbacks of one-shot instruction sessions lamented by librarians since the
1960s continue to persist today.19 Tumbleson and Burke contend that utilizing an LMS
can remedy some of these drawbacks.20 A number of case studies in the literature describe
how librarians have utilized an LMS to address an instructional need.21 However, these
case studies focus mainly on custom creation of research guides or links to subjectspecifc databases and do not ofer research into the usage patterns of the tools by actual
users except through webpage view counts. In their chapter on assessing the impact of
embedded librarians in an LMS, Tumbleson and Burke add a caveat that even basic
LMS usage statistics are generally limited to how many times a given resource has been
opened and that the shallowness of this information does not give the librarian a good
picture of student activity among the embedded resources in the LMS.22
One way to address this issue is to develop a tutorial, or suite of tutorials, that
allow librarians to utilize the LMS to gather more detailed information about student
performance toward achieving a certain IL skill or concept. Tutorials of this type can
be developed using the sharable content object reference model (SCORM). A tutorial
developed using SCORM can “talk” with any SCORM-compliant LMS, which includes
most major LMSs. With the advent of rapid e-learning development tools such as Adobe
Captivate and Articulate Storyline, it is now possible to develop highly interactive,
SCORM-compliant modules without advanced programming knowledge.

Context at Marquette University: The FirstYear English Program
Since 1980, the Marquette Raynor Memorial Libraries have supported and participated
in the Marquette English department’s frst-year English (FYE) program. For many
years, this meant that up to 75 percent of incoming frst-year students came to the
library for a one-shot ffy- or seventy-fve-minute workshop that addressed a specifc
assignment in the frst semester freshman English course and introduced them to
the Marquette Library resources and services. In fall 2013, this collaboration began a
new phase when the library developed and incorporated online information literacy
modules into the program. During the summer of 2013, a small team of librarians
worked with the libraries’ instructional designer to develop a suite of SCORM modules.
Te team talked with FYE instructors and other librarians to determine competencies
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students would need and had struggled with in previous semesters. Afer determining
the learning outcomes for the modules and reviewing the literature on developing
efective e-learning, the team employed three concepts during module development:
(1) segmenting of lessons, (2) use of conversational style, and (3) incorporating practice
opportunities.
According to Clark and Mayer, it is important to break e-learning lessons into
manageable parts and resist the temptation to develop a “kitchen sink” product.23
Following this guideline, the development team decided on discrete modules for
each key IL topic instead of a larger, comprehensive tutorial that addressed IL skills
as a whole. Having the IL concepts or tasks in discrete modules allowed them to be
more easily integrated into instructor lesson plans. For example, some instructors
may not feel that students need a lot of citation help, but do need practice on
narrowing a topic. Keeping content in separate modules also ensures students
won’t be confused by unnecessary information. Research supports the idea that
the tone and style of writing in an e-learning module impacts its effectiveness, and
in particular, conversational style should be used over formal style.24 To ensure
students better retain the information from an e-learning module, students need
to apply their understanding of the concept to an actual example, which requires
a deeper level of processing than a multiple-choice test question.25 However, they
note that there is a paradox to practice: it must be deliberate practice (1) that
focuses on a specific skills gap, (2) for which explanatory corrective feedback is
given, and (3) that builds skills that transfer from the learning environment to the
real environment.
Te paper prototyping method espoused by Snyder was used to create initial
versions of all modules,26 and production versions were created in Articulate Storyline
and exported as SCORM packages. A website with demo versions of the packages as
well as instructions on how to install the modules and review student submitted data
was developed as a support resource for faculty and librarians and can be viewed at
http://mu.edu/library/lor/frst-year-english/.
Tese modules were used in several ways in the FYE program: as student
homework prior to the workshops (a fipped instruction model) or as in-class
activities, and as study or review materials available within Marquette’s LMS. Te
libraries collaborated with Marquette’s Information Technology Services department,
which administers the LMS, to have a special librarian role created in the LMS.
Librarians are automatically enrolled in the LMS course sites they are working with.
Te librarian role provides the same level of functionality as an instructor role, that
is, ability to post materials and create discussion forums, surveys, and quizzes, with
the exception that the librarian role does not have the ability to view or assign grades.
For some librarians, enrollment in the LMS course simply ofers an easy avenue for
students to contact their class librarian. In other sections, and ofen dependent on
the relationship between the instructor and librarian, the librarian facilitates online
discussions, responds to student research drafs, or posts library-related content to
their course page. To ensure a minimum standard of library familiarity for all students,
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there was a requirement that each section devote one class period to a “research day”
with their librarian.
To maximize the class time librarians had with students during the research day,
a fipped classroom model supported by interactive online modules was encouraged.
Instructors from a variety of disciplines cite strengths of the fipped model, including
efcient use of class time, more active learning opportunities for students, increased
one-on-one interaction between student and teacher, student responsibility for
learning, and addressing multiple learning styles.27 Several studies have shown that
online interactive modules can be just as efective as in-person classes.28
Afer a successful pilot in fall 2013, in fall 2014 individual instructors and
librarians negotiated which modules to load into the LMS course sites. In fall 2015,
the entire suite of SCORM modules was loaded in draf mode into the LMS course
sites of all seventy-seven sections of FYE by the libraries’ instructional designer, and
then the instructor and librarian decided which modules to make visible. Although
there were eight SCORM modules, FYE instructors were encouraged by their librarian
and the FYE program faculty director to assign only the Introduction to Academic
Research module to their students. Instructors were encouraged to ask students to
complete the module prior to the in-class research day. With the module embedded
directly into D2L (the LMS used at Marquette), both librarians and instructors could
view student completion rates, as well as read the open-text responses to the practice
search activity. Tis information allowed librarians the possibility of tailoring their
instruction to the students’ demonstrated ability with IL concepts and skills; it gave
instructors the possibility of awarding points for completion of the module. With
many introductory elements of instruction presented and available for review,
librarians had several options for how to direct class time. Some started by opening
the discussion with questions raised by students’ experience with the module and
then segued into more complex examples and sophisticated search strategies. Some
allowed for peer-led instruction, having students demonstrate or describe for the class
how they began their search, and others used the time for higher-level discussions of
evaluating resources, including how to fnd information on a news publication to
help determine credibility and bias.
In fall 2014, the authors collected data from the Introduction to Academic Research
tutorial and analyzed it with the sole intent of determining which parts of the tutorial
worked well and which did not. Tis led to revisions in the language used in the tutorial
and in the layout of some screens. In fall 2015, afer getting institutional review board
approval, one instruction librarian coordinated with three other instruction librarians
to visit their seventeen sections of FYE, to provide information about the research
study, and to distribute consent forms to the students. Table 20.1 shows the broader
context of the sample of 177 students who were recruited for this study, as well as the
how widely the tutorial was deployed or visible and used.
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Table 20.1
Student Participation
# of
Students

% of
Total

1,361

100.0

Tutorial visible to students in LMS

550

40.4

Students who completed tutorial

383

28.1

Students enrolled in 17 sections given informed consent presentation

301

22.1

Students enrolled in 17 sections who signed consent forms for sharing
their data

280

20.6

Students in 17 sections who completed tutorial

207

15.2

Students in 17 sections who completed tutorial and shared their data

177

13.0

Students enrolled in 77 sections of ENGL 1001

Analyzing the Tutorial Submissions
Te Introduction to Academic Research tutorial is comprised of four parts:
1. a brief video explaining diferent source types by comparing them to the
diferent types of maps one would use in diferent scenarios (fnding a
restaurant vs. fnding elevation change),
2. a brief textual explanation of the diferences between a library database and
an internet search engine,

Section 3

Of the likely 301 students who heard the informed consent presentation,
approximately 93 percent (280) consented to the sharing of their data (it is not known
if all were present on the day of the presentation), though in the end only 68.8 percent
(207) of the 301 students completed the tutorial. Te 177 students who both completed
the tutorial and consented to share their data represent 13 percent of all students
enrolled in the course.
Upon completion of the library research day, the libraries’ instructional designer
accessed the D2L course sites of the participating sections and pulled the SCORM data
from student submissions for the Introduction to Academic Research module. D2L
does not ofer an “easy button” to export SCORM data as an Excel or even CSV fle.
SCORM data is shown only in an HTML table inside the SCORM Reports page of D2L.
To get the SCORM data in a usable format, the instructional designer had to engage in
data cleanup, entailing the use of the Firefox add-on “Copy as Plain Text” to get a clean
copy of the data from D2L. Ten the text was pasted into Excel, where nonessential
data, such as weighting, was removed and desired data, such as the student name and
responses, was kept. To ensure student anonymity, an eight-character alphanumeric
code was randomly generated to replace the student names. Once the Excel spreadsheet
contained the responses from the 177 students, the Directory feature in Microsof
Word’s Mail Merge function was used to pull the responses from the Excel spreadsheet
into a single document containing the listing of student responses that made reviewing
and coding the responses much easier.
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3. a brief video demonstrating a sample search in Academic Search Complete,
and
4. an interactive practice search assignment where students state their research
topic and choose two keywords and a Boolean operator for their initial search
statement, then utilize their search statement in Academic Search Complete.
Last, they provide publication information for a sample article and write a
short refection about the exercise.
Te interactive search assignment was the part of the tutorial with performance
assessment, and the data from that activity was the basis for this analysis. SCORM data
collected from the LMS was comprised of the following data submitted by students:
• Student topic, or research question: short sentences or questions describing
their topics. (Students were asked to work on a topic or question of their own
choosing; the intent was to better engage their interest so that they would work
on the tutorial seriously.)
• Search statement elements: student choices of two keywords for their topic
and a Boolean command.
• Article identifcation elements: article title, journal title, date of publication.
• Refection: analysis of student responses to three open-ended refection
prompts.
Utilizing guidelines in Saldaña’s Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers, two
codebooks were developed before reviewing the 177 submissions.29 One codebook
focused on the more concrete data elements (the search statement and article
information), and the other codebook focused on the refections. Initial development of
the codebooks involved reading the responses through two to three times and making
note of recurring phrases, problems, and topics, and then trying to organize them
into broader themes or groups. Developing the codebook (see appendix 20.1) was an
iterative process that necessitated several meetings between the researchers and sample
coding of ten randomly pulled refection submissions. Development of a codebook for
the search statement and article information was fairly straightforward; in contrast, the
refection codebook development was much more difcult. All refections were coded
twice because the results of the frst coding, using the third iteration of the refection
codebook, convinced the authors that yet another codebook revision was necessary.
Te fourth version of the refection codebook was considerably compressed: sixtyseven codes were reduced to thirty-seven. Once the codebook was set, it was exported
to a Qualtrics form to make capturing the coded data easier and ensure the coded data
could more easily be exported in a format that would be compatible with SPSS. For
all items except the refection, the codes were single answers (radio buttons); for the
refections, the codes were multiple answers (check boxes). Afer the data was coded,
the authors worked with Marquette’s Assessment Director Sharron Ronco on the
statistical analysis, which was comprised of occurrence or frequency tables for all codes
and tables for coder divergence.
Two coders coded each student response. Saldaña provides a summary review of
the literature on rationales for coding collaboratively,30 which range from ensuring
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multiple viewpoints, interpretations, and potentially a better analysis, to simple sharing
of the labor. For this research project, coding collaboratively simply seemed a logical
extension of the building of the codebook. One drawback of coding collaboratively,
without the aid of sofware to ensure inter-coder consistency (e.g. NVivo), is that the
coding is not always consistent. One solution might have been to revise the codebook
once more, with tighter defnitions, and to recode the data yet again. Te researchers
employed a solution suggested by Marquette’s Assessment Director: on responses
where codes diverged, a new n.5 code category was created for the analysis, called “split
decision.” For example, a 2.5 code means that the response was coded as 2 by one coder,
and as 3 by the other coder. Te justifcation for doing so is that the main focus of the
analysis is and always was meant to be on the students’ responses, not whether or not
the two coders were completely in agreement.

Tutorial Submissions: Major Findings
Table 20.2
Major Findings
Search statement construction
• 90% of students chose appropriate Boolean commands.
• 55% of students chose good keywords for their research topics.
• 35% of students chose poor keywords.
Publication title recognition
• 60–70% of students clearly recognized journal/magazine titles in database records.
• 21–30% of students had difficulty recognizing journal/magazine titles in database records.
Themes that students wrote about
• 65% described what they did when searching.
• 60% mentioned relevance/irrelevance.
• 31% mentioned specificity.
• 22% mentioned credibility.
• 20% mentioned evaluation.

Subject Consistency: Student Research Question,
Keywords, Article Title

To determine if the students were working on the tutorial in good faith, the authors
looked at subject consistency among the responses for student topic, two keywords,
and the article title. If at least two to three of the items entered were on one topic—that
is, clearly related—the authors considered that the student was working in good faith.
Data in table 20.3 demonstrates that 95 percent of student responses included at least
some subject consistency (ratings 3, 3.5, or 4), and 71 percent of responses were coded

Section 3

Te general conclusions the authors draw from analyzing the tutorial submissions are
summarized in table 20.2. More detailed discussion follows.
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4 (4 or 3.5) and have a strong level of subject consistency. From this code, the authors
inferred that 95 percent of the students worked on the tutorial in good faith. Tis code
was a validity check.
Table 20.3
Subject Consistency in Responses, a Validity Check
Code

Definition or Description

# of Codes

Percentage

1

Not a serious answer

0

0

2

No subject consistency (but student seems on task)

0

0

2.5

Split decision (2 or 3)

8

4.5

3

2 or 3 items consistent

42

23.7

3.5

Split decision (3 or 4)

55

31.1

4

4 items consistent

71

Total responses coded

40.1
99.4

176

a
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a. One response was inadvertently skipped by one coder for this part of the analysis..

Search Statement Elements: Keywords

To see how well students could decide on keywords for their research topic, the
coders rated the student keyword choices as: poor choices—not on topic; technically
functional but not the best; and good choices. An example of a response that was coded
as “functional, but not the best” is “obesity AND world” for the topic statement, “Is
obesity increasing around the world?” Te search terms are functional in that they will
return some usable results, but there are more efective keywords one could use to get
better results. An example of a good choice would be “women AND refugees,” for the
research topic “How are women refugees treated in comparison to men refugees?” Te
addition of an additional keyword would certainly make this search more efective;
however, the tutorial provided space for only two keywords. (Tis was a result partly
of screen layout constraints, and partly of the fact that two keywords ofen are enough
to start a database search.) Results in table 20.4 show that 55 percent of students chose
their keywords well (as coded by at least one coder, i.e., both the 3 and 2.5 codes added
together); 35 percent of students chose keywords that would yield some good results,
but their choices were not the best; while 10 percent of students made poor choices.
Table 20.4
Search Statement Construction—Keyword Choices
Code

Definition or Description

# of Codes

Percentage

1

Poor choices

0

0.0

1.5

Split decision (1 or 2)

17

9.6

2

Functional, but not the best

62

35.0

2.5

Split decision (2 or 3)

49

27.7

3

Good choices

48

27.1

Total responses coded

176

99.4
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Search Statement Elements: Boolean Command Choices

Analysis of student’s choice of Boolean commands consisted of the following ratings—
poor choice; functional technically but not the best; and good choice. An example of a
poor choice would be “Genetically Modifed Foods NOT Outside of America” for the
topic “Do genetically modifed foods hinder american [sic] health?” An example of
functional technically but not the best would be the selection of keywords and command
“Psychological Disorders OR Refugee Health” for the question “Are psychological
disorders a common occurrence in refugee health?” Te results of the analysis are show
in table 20.5. A key takeaway is that 90 percent of students chose the functionally most
correct command.
Table 20.5
Search Statement Construction—Boolean Command Choice
Code

Definition or Description

# of Codes

Percentage

Poor choice

0

0.0

1.5

Split decision (1 or 2)

10

5.6

2

Functional technically, but not the best

6

3.4

2.5

Split decision (2 or 3)

1

.6

3

Good choice

159

89.8

Total responses coded

176

99.4

Article Identification: Publication Title

Tere were fve choices for the code for recognition of publication titles: not a serious
answer; not from a database; not a source title; probably popular, trade, or news;
and probably scholarly. Te modifer probably was added because, though for some
publication titles the authors did research the publication title, they did not verify
the publication or its type for all publication titles. Some titles were already known
to the authors, so they could label it from prior knowledge; for other titles they made
educated guesses as to the type (e.g. Te New York Times is a well-known newspaper;
JAMA is a well-known scholarly medical journal; and a good guess for Journal of the
XYZ Association is that it’s scholarly). Findings for this code are shown in table 20.6 and
demonstrate that 60 percent of students, and possibly as many as 70 percent (if the 3.5
split decision codes are included), could correctly identify their publication or source
title in the database record. More than half, 52 percent (if the 4.5 split decision codes are
included), chose scholarly articles for their examples, and this happened without any
explicit instructions to do so. As many as 30 percent (if the 3.5 split decision codes are
included) were not able to identify the publication title for their article. Instead these
students typed in phrases such as “journal article,” “academic journal,” or “Ebsco.”
While it may be comforting to think that students have already learned to recognize
and value scholarly sources over popular, it’s also possible that given the nature of their
search topics (many were health-related), it may simply be that more scholarly sources
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were retrieved. Te fact that 21 percent, possibly as many as 30 percent of students (if
the 3.5 split decision codes are included), were not able to identify the publication or
source title for their article in a database record confrms the anecdotal experience of
many librarians working at a reference desk: understanding how to decipher a database
record is a problem for many students.
Te analysis of the results for this code provided a second validity check on students’
good faith eforts. Compared to the subject consistency code discussed earlier, where the
authors estimate that 5 percent did not work in good faith, a slightly higher percentage,
9 percent, did not use the database to locate their sample article (e.g., www.cbsnews.
com was entered as a publication title). Alternate explanations for why students did not
use the database could include that they did not understand the instructions or did not
see or understand the link in the tutorial that would open a new browser window with
the database in it.
Table 20.6
Recognition of Publication Titles

Section 3

Code

Definition or Description

# of Codes

Percentage

1

Not a serious answer

1

.6

2

Not from database

14

7.9

2.5

Split decision (2 or 3)

1

.6

3

Not a publication title

37

20.9

3.5

Split decision (3 or 4)

17

9.6

4

Probably popular, trade, or news

14

7.9

4.5

Split decision (4 or 5)

6

3.4

5

Probably scholarly

86

48.6

Total responses coded

176

99.5

Analysis of Reflections
Te second part of the qualitative analysis involved coding student responses to the
refection prompts at the end of the research activity. Tis is where the coding and
analysis were more difcult and time-consuming. Te three refection prompts in the
tutorial were
• What did you do afer entering your initial search statement?
• What challenges did you have?
• What did you learn about the academic research process?
In the fourth iteration of the refections codebook, the major code groups drawn
from the student refections were
• Volunteered information: about past experience, emotional expression, Google comparison
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• Response contents: basic description of items mentioned by the student. E.g.,
instances of the student mentioning or describing: Boolean commands, keywords, search results, research question / topic; credibility, efciency, specifcity; evaluation or evaluation criteria / process.
• Specifc details about database searching (e.g., searching, features, limits,
etc.). Tese tend to be found in longer responses.

Reflection Code Group: Volunteered Information

Table 20.7
Volunteered Information in Reflections
Topic

# of Responses Coded by at
Least One Coder

% of Total Responses (177)

N/A, none

142

80.23

Past library experience

15

8.47

Emotional expression

13

7.34

Google comparison

29

16.38

Reflection Code Group: Response Contents

Coders could potentially have selected almost all coding choices for the response
contents theme, which makes interpreting the results more complicated. Table 20.8
shows the topics that students wrote about most; the topics were predictable as they
refect the frst two prompt questions. Students mentioned their research question
or topic, relevance, keywords, and search results, all directly related to the task they
worked on in the tutorial, database searching. Students used several words in ways
that were ambiguous; context ofen gave a likely meaning, but not always. For example,
“links” could mean articles or results; “options” could mean articles, results, or database
limit features; and “sites” could mean databases or results.

Section 3

Tere were too few responses coded for volunteered information to analyze them in any
depth with statistical reliability. Although these topics were not specifcally addressed
in the refection prompts, table 20.7 shows that nearly 20 percent of students voluntarily
addressed them. (Since 142 responses, or 80.23%, were coded N/A for this code, the
authors deduce that 35 responses, or 19.77%, received this code.) Sample student
responses included
• Past experience: “I’ve done this stuf before,” “I’ve never seen resources like
these before.”
• Emotional expression: “Tis made me anxious,” “I was relieved at how easy it
was.”
• Google comparison: “Tis is harder/easier/faster/more reliable than Google or
a web search engine.”
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Table 20.8
Response Contents in Reflections
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Response Content Item. Student…

# of Responses
Coded by at Least
1 Coder

% of Total
Responses
(177)

Mentioned research question, topic

119

67.23

Mentioned relevance or irrelevance

106

59.89

Mentioned keywords

97

54.80

Mentioned or described a challenge

92

51.98

Described search results mechanically
(e.g. scrolled / skimmed through)

82

46.33

Described search results qualitatively
(e.g., good/bad; relevant/not relevant)

79

44.63

Mentioned specificity

55

31.07

Described article content

48

27.12

Used terms ambiguously

46

25.99

Wrote “I had no challenges”

44

24.86

Mentioned credibility, authority

40

22.60

Mentioned evaluation

35

19.77

Described internal thought process

31

17.51

Mentioned Boolean commands

29

16.38

Mentioned efficiency

9

5.08

n/a, or none

5

2.80

Reflection Code Group: Database Searching Specifics

Te codes in table 20.9, on database searching specifcs, evolved through the various
iterations of the codebook. Tey relate to phrases or topics that recurred regularly, which
also fall into the broader codes in the response contents code group from table 20.8, but
include more detail. Tey tend to indicate a lengthier response from the student. Not
quite half of responses received one of these codes (48.59%). Perhaps this code group
can also serve as a rough estimate for how many students were willing to write more
than the bare minimum in their responses.
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Table 20.9
Database Searching Specifics
Database searching theme: code

# of Responses Coded
by at Least 1 Coder

% of Total (177)

N/A or none

91

51.41

Keywords: narrowed, focused

41

23.16

Searching: it’s easy

38

21.47

Feature: article record feature

25

14.12

Feature: search or results display feature

25

14.12

Number of results: too few

13

7.34

Number of results: too many

12

6.78

Keywords: broadened

12

6.78

Searching: it’s hard

6

3.39

Summary fndings from the analysis were shared with the department head of the
library’s instruction department, the English instructors who allowed the authors
to recruit their students for the study, and the FYE program faculty director. Te
information was also shared at a presentation during the 2016 Wisconsin Association
of Academic Librarians Conference. Te data demonstrated how an e-learning tutorial
and embedded librarianship can provide a means to measure information literacy skills
and understanding in students. Te tutorial submissions also provided some guidance
for librarians wishing to tailor the precious time of their one-shot instruction sessions
to better meet the skills gap of their students.
Te process of extracting the data for analysis also revealed how lack of a usable
interface for viewing the LMS SCORM data can be a major hindrance to the tutorial
being used by faculty and librarians. Tese revelations led the researchers to develop a
more user-friendly SCORM report using Microsof Word and Excel. Te authors hope
that by sharing our workfow as well as the code for the tutorials, other libraries may
use our case study as a template to assess and improve information literacy instruction
and measurement at their own institutions.

Leveraging the Findings
Te fndings from this study were very useful to the library. Te initial analysis of the
fall 2014 data guided revisions to the tutorial. Te fall 2015 analysis gave a more detailed
view of student performance with IL tasks and concepts and an understanding of the
pitfalls and limits of the LMS and SCORM environment. As universities are pressed
by accrediting bodies for more programmatic assessment eforts, this type of tutorial
could be a solution.
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During the summer of 2016, there was a change in the leadership roles of the FYE
program in both the English department and the library. Te new FYE program faculty
director undertook a signifcant curriculum revision for the FYE program, moving it
away from a topical focus and traditional research papers. Instead, the curriculum now
allows instructors and students more fexibility in choosing what to research and what
source types to use, and the writing assignments now emphasize rhetorical analysis.
Tis shif has greatly increased the embedded librarianship opportunities, but also
means that these tutorials are no longer deployed in all sections.
Although the tutorials are no longer used programmatically at Marquette,
they can be easily adapted to ft the instruction needs of any institution that has a
SCORM-compliant LMS and a copy of Articulate Storyline. Tough rapid e-learning
development sofware such as Articulate Storyline has made developing these types
of modules easier, Fagan and Keach state that most libraries rely on programming
skills shared across a campus or library system or a relatively small web development
team, making staf time to develop such systems expensive and scarce.31 To allow other
libraries to utilize and build upon the tutorial, the Marquette library decided to make
the code open source. Te Articulate Storyline source fles were licensed using version
3 of the GNU General Public License (GPLv3). An appealing aspect of GPLv3 is its
reciprocal or viral nature. If GPLv3 licensed code is incorporated into an application,
the new application is “infected”—its source code must also be made freely available,
unless the code is reserved for personal use or used only within an organization.32 A
GitHub page (http://marquetterml.github.io/information-literacy-modules/) for the
project was developed where visitors can demo the suite of tutorials and download
the Articulate Storyline fles. Grand Valley State University has already done this with
another Marquette Libraries’ tutorial:33 the intent and hope in making these modules
open source is that a larger, diverse group of librarians and faculty can continue to use,
expand, and improve on the initial modules, then share their adaptations so the twentyfrst-century library community can beneft.

Reflection
Limitations of the Study and the Analysis

Despite the wealth of data collected in this case study, there were a number of data
points the authors chose not to collect that can be a limitation of this study. Data not
collected included
• if students received any credit for completing the tutorial; the students’ fnal
grade in the course
• when the student completed the tutorial relative to the library research day
workshop, that is, before or afer it
• how much time students took to complete the tutorial
With over forty instructors in the FYE program, each could decide whether the
tutorial should be graded and, if so, how much weight it would have toward the fnal
grade. Even for the few that assigned a grade for it, the amount was not large enough
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to signifcantly impact a student’s fnal grade. Collecting student grades would have
required working with the university registrar to ensure FERPA compliance (FERPA is
the federal law protecting the privacy of educational records). Pursuing student grades
also may have led to more reluctance from students in agreeing to participate in the
study, perhaps signifcantly decreasing the number of students who agreed. Tere was
also inconsistent deployment of the tutorial, borne out by the facts that only 40 percent
of enrolled students could “see” it and only 28 percent completed it. As to how much
time students spent on the tutorial, there is substantial evidence already in the literature
about the limitations of time-spent data collected from LMSs. An LMS simply cannot
monitor if the student is focused on the activity or also using Facebook or other media.
A fnal limitation regards the conclusions that may be drawn from the analysis.
Students completed the tutorial only once; there was no pre-test. Terefore, one cannot
conclude defnitively that the tutorial was responsible for any student learning: one can
say only that the tutorial provides a snapshot in time of the IL skills and understanding
that students could demonstrate on the day they completed the tutorial.

For several years before this project, the Marquette librarians used quiz-like survey
instruments to try to measure students’ IL knowledge afer information literacy
instruction in the libraries’ FYE workshops. Tis instrument was another multiplechoice test; it provided no opportunity for performance assessment and did not capture
the students’ knowledge and skills in any detail, nor ofer librarians insight as to where
students needed more information literacy instruction. Te most rewarding part of
this project was building interesting and interactive curriculum materials, which can
provide more detailed and quantifable evidence of student understanding. Te project
also facilitated closer librarian and faculty interactions, leading to increased and more
long-term instruction collaboration between both parties.
Not surprisingly, political and social issues, not technical ones, were the most
difcult hurdles to vault for this project. Building relationships, or “friend-raising,”
was key to having any success with this project, which entailed working with the FYE
program faculty director, roughly forty instructors, ten librarian colleagues, and the
LMS administrator. If a librarian could not develop a rapport with an instructor, a
meaningful relationship did not start and the librarian was relegated to the traditional
one-shot instruction session. For those librarians who did develop rapport with their
faculty, additional opportunities to interact with the class beyond the traditional oneshot session were much more likely. But even increased rapport was no guarantee that
the tutorial would be assigned to students and completed before the library session.
Although librarians and some instructors asked students to complete the tutorial
before the library workshops, perhaps because credit was rarely given for completing
the tutorial, many students did not. Support for librarian colleagues is another area that
could have been improved. Tis was a new process, in an online environment new to
many of the librarians. While documentation on how to publish the tutorials and view
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student-submitted data was available, a more robust training program consisting of
workshops and one-on-one consultations could have made the transition easier and
given the librarians greater confdence in their ability to support their instructors in
using the tutorials.

Section 3

What Next or What Differently?

Although this data was collected in fall of 2015, just before the ACRL Information
Literacy Framework was fnished and published, the authors felt it was important to
see if any evidence of the knowledge practices described by the Framework could be
found in the students’ refections. A section of the refections codebook included codes
to identify evidence of three of the six frames in the students’ refections. However,
given the newness of the Framework at the time of the analysis, the coders’ incomplete
understanding of the frames, and discrepancies between the coders in applying the
codes related to the Framework, the coding divergence for these items was simply huge.
Te only conclusion possible from these results was that the coders needed more time
to develop an understanding of the Information Literacy Framework concepts. With
more time, ideally the code defnitions could have been tightened up and the refections
coded a third time.
During the development process, the focus was on making a tutorial that students
would fnd engaging and easy to use, and the authors believe that goal was achieved.
But there was no attempt to focus on the faculty’s perception of the tutorial, especially
the SCORM reports and how unwieldy they are for those who are novices or unfamiliar
with the LMS. Informally, the authors learned that some instructors found the SCORM
modules difcult and incomprehensible to use. Tis discovery led the team to focus on
developing a protocol and workfow that would make the SCORM reports easier for
both faculty and librarians to utilize. By making an easier way for the instructors to view
and assess the students’ work, the likelihood of instructors assigning the tutorials would
likely increase. Another issue relevant to instructors yet to be addressed is how to grade
the students’ work. Currently, the tutorial does not provide any grades for student work,
and the authors believe that developing a grading rubric would be a logical next step.
From conversations with an instructor about another tutorial (Anatomy of Citations),
the authors learned that having a grade or score for the work is very desirable.

Final Words

Embedding librarians in the LMS and performance assessment are two methods twentyfrst-century libraries can leverage to better reach students and increase collaboration
with faculty. Case studies inevitably raise the question of their broader implications:
by sharing the Marquette experience and the source code of the tutorials, we invite
you to join us in the continuing evolution of this project by replicating it at your own
institution. Te reward is librarians’ increased ability to prioritize and assess higherlevel information literacy concepts in a way that is both meaningful to the student and
useful to the library and the university or college.
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Appendix 20.1
2015 SCORM Search Statements Codebook

2015 SCORM Reflections Codebook
Except for the anonymized ID and the coder’s name, these questions are all multipleanswer questions (check boxes). At minimum, “n/a” had to be coded.
Question: Anonymized ID Drop-Down—Te code that corresponds to the student
refection

Section 3

Tese are all single answer questions (radio buttons)
Question: anonymized ID drop-down—the code that corresponds to the student search
statement
Question: Coder’s name—who did the coding
1. Eric
2. Valerie
Question: Statement Topic statement/question:
1. Good faith efort, clearly understood
2. Adequate, sufcient for understanding student’s intent (i.e., student was
clearly on task)
3. Not a good faith response
Question: Subject consistency (research topic/question; 2 keywords; article title)
1. Not a good faith response
2. No real connection, but seems as though student was on task
3. 2 or 3 out of 4 are well connected (research topic, 2 search terms, article title)
4. All 4 (search topic, 2 search terms, and article title) are well connected
Question: Keyword choices (search terms)
1. Not on topic
2. Functional, but not very efective
3. Good choices
Question: Boolean command choice
1. Wrong choice, not clear student understood
2. Technically functional, but not the best choice
3. Good choice
Question: Publication title
1. Probably a scholarly title
2. Probably a newspaper, magazine, or trade title
3. Not a publication title (e.g. “journal,” “academic article,” “Ebsco”)
4. Not from a database (e.g., nbcnews.com, National Library of Medicine)
5. Not a good faith response (e.g., “asdf ”)
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Question: Coder’s Name—who did the coding
1. Eric
2. Valerie
Question: Volunteered information:
1. n/a, none
2. Past experience: Student mentions some past experience (e.g., I’ve done this
all before; same databases as my HS; never seen these tools before)
3. Emotional expression: Student mentions emotions or feelings (e.g., anxiety,
confusion; surprise, relief; confdence)
4. Google comparison: Student mentions Google/web searching, makes
comparison
Question: Content items (descriptive):
1. n/a, none
2. “I had no challenges”
3. Student mentions or describes a challenge
4. Student describes internal thought process, thinking aloud, stream of
consciousness
5. Student describes article content
6. Student mentions Boolean commands
7. Student mentions keywords (e.g., changing, choosing; synonyms; number of;
examples of more concrete responses)
8. Student describes search results qualitatively (e.g., too many/few; relevant or
not)
9. Student describes search results mechanically (e.g. browsing, scrolling;
limiting, choosing?)
10. Student mentions research question/topic/problem (may or may not include
keywords, more abstract responses)
11. Student mentions credibility, authority (about either database or articles)
12. Mentions efciency, saving time
13. Mentions specifcity (importance or impact of)
14. Mentions evaluation or describes evaluation criteria/process
15. Mentions relevance or irrelevance (relatedness, “ft”) or describes them
16. Student used terms ambiguously
Question: Database searching specifcs
1. n/a, none
2. Searching: it’s easy
3. Searching: it’s hard
4. Keywords: narrowed, focused
5. Keywords: broadened (synonyms, related terms)
6. Feature: search or results display feature (e.g., date or peer-review limit/flter;
full-text searching)
7. Feature: article record feature (e.g., style formatted citations; publication info;
abstract/ overview)
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